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The Tree of Life is growing, flexible and adaptable life pattern capable of indefinite extensions

throughout all states of existence. The Qabalah, or "received teachings," is the outcome of

experiences of those who have climbed the ladder of the Tree by arranging their lives according to

its pattern of perfection. The Tree provides the means of receiving inner world contacts with types of

consciuosness normally inaccessible to the ordinary human mind--it is from and through these

sources that the "teaching" comes. Here William Gray has presented a step by step guide to the

Tree of Life and the Four Worlds of the Qabalahs--the worlds of contemplation, meditation, magic

and daily action. The Tree of Life is a means and not an end. It is a map for helping you attain the

single objective common to all systems, mysteries and religions--namely, the mystical union of

humanity and divinity. This revised edition includes an index.
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Hands down, this is one of the best books on modern Qabala ever written! Gray takes a

step-by-step look at the Ten Sephiroth and their traditional attributions in each of the Four Qabalistic

Worlds. A relatively simple, no-nonsense approach to modern Qabalism.In some ways, I view this

book as a companion piece to Dion Fortune's much better-known work, "The Mystical Qabalah,"

since both books provide the reader with a fairly straightforward approach to this challenging

subject. Where Fortune starts at the top of the Tree of Life and works her downward, however, Gray

starts at the bottom of the Tree and works his way to the top. Although Grey's interpretation of the

Tree is similar to Fortune's, by approaching the material from a completely different perspective he



is also able to provide new insight.This book's greatest strength is that it analyzes each of the ten

Sephiroth from each of the Four Qabalistic worlds, providing the reader with something sorely

missed in Dion Fortune's classic book on the subject. This book's greatest weakness is that, unlike

Fortune, Gray pays almost no attention to the organization of the Sephiroth upon the Tree, or to the

relationships between them. Without a word of explanation Gray also reverses the traditional

Yetziratic attributions of Malkuth and Yesod, assigning them to the angelic choirs of Cherubim and

Ashim respectively, although I do see the logic and consistency of this attribution.Overall, this is a

good, solid title for somebody interested in approaching modern (non-rabbinical) Qabalism for the

first time. I'd recommend reading Dion Fortune's book first, if you haven't already, and then tackling

this book immediately afterwards for a different take on the same material.

This is by far the best book I've ever seen on the Qabalah and its philosophy. William Gray has a

feel for the technical nuances of the Qabalah that few others possess. While the Qabalah is indeed

"mystical" as Dion Fortune states in her excellent book (a perfect companion to Ladder of Lights), it

is also a living thing, growing, changing, and redefining itself as time passes and human culture

changes. Gray's technical approach appeals especially to me as a professional engineer - as

above, so below, especially with his excellent analogies that ring true today. Grey is not afraid of

looking at the Qabalah in new ways, even ways that contradict "tradition". Again, Qabalah is a living

thing and living things that don't change are, well, dead.I've re-read this book every year for many

years, and I always find new things in it. Few books come close to the sheer density of insight that

this one possesses.You can't go wrong with this book if you're looking for a way to cut through the

veils and get a true understanding of what makes Qabalah the best-ever method of getting a handle

on the way the universe works.

Some people may not like me for saying this, but I think people would be better off if they read this

book instead of the Bible because this book explains the universe we live in. The Bible does

not.This is the best book on the Kaballah I have ever read. William G. Gray is one of the best, if not

the best writer on occult subjects. He is an honest and highly spiritual person. I say this because

there are a lot of people out there writing books on the occult today, especially magic, who are

leading people in the wrong direction, not always intentionally, but still doing it, in my opinion. Gray

tells you the truth, and all of it. Most of the other writers give me the feeling they are holding

something or a lot back. A person could save him or herself a lot of trouble by reading Gray's books

before they read any others on the occult.Gray's writing style is friendly and makes me feel that I am



reading the words of a kindly teacher who wants me to succeed. VERY VERY VERY HIGHLY

RECOMMEND this and the other books of his I am reading, Magical Ritual Methods and The

Language of the Gods. I definitely want to acquire all of his writings.

Unlike most books on the subject, William Gray's 'The Ladder of Lights' speaks to the reader

personally in a simple and sane way, without any obstruction to meaning.His writing style is very

different to other authors who produced books around the same period or earlier and his approach

is very down to earth.He also has a clever capacity to put simple meanings into short phrases which

are designed to illuminate and assist the reader in understanding concepts which in other books are

consistently given obscure meanings.He is frequently able to bring fresh meanings and

contemplation to Quabalistic symbols and ideas in a way that is very matter of fact which provides

the reader with ample room for contemplation.A very good book that should be on the shelf of any

serious Western Magician.

Great work on the Qabbalah. This will be helpful to new students as well experts because of its

clear and simple demonstration of the nature of the Sephiroth and its practicality in helping the

individual modify the psyche. He cleared up some minor errors made by Dion Fortune as well.
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